Jahr'iok
2371 or later (Shackleton Expanse)
The Jahr'iok, native to Jahr-t'nev III, are an insectoid species whose civilization
dates back 17 millennia. The Coalition is run by several 100 clans descendant
from a head matriarch. They are a society that respects the rights of the
individual, but still maintaining the ability to work as a whole for the greater
good of their species. This “enlightenment” came at great cost to them in
their early history. They are quadrupeds with a 3rd pair of legs that evolved
into arms. Individuals stand around 4 & 1/2ft tall & range in color from brown
to green to blues & purples. Individuals have colored highlights throughout
their bodies. They have 2 colonies on the 2 moons that orbit their planet. They
are an old space-faring race that is fairly equal to Federation & surpasses
them in some areas. Their ship-building construction is far superior so their
ship's Structure & Computers (13+). They use a unique ablative armor on their
ships: Hull Lattice (+3 Resistance). Have some unique wpns systems as well.
Names: They use a 'given name' -of- 'clan name'. They like to use apostrophes.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We welcome those from afar.
ex. Male: Se'lers of Aa'men; Female: Hih'nill of Qheq'oix.
Attributes: Daring +2, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
Jahr'iok have an endoskeleton as well. While this adds to their actual
weight, they are renowned as being one of the toughest opponents
physically despite their small stature. Their lungs are particularly hardy,
which grants them the benefit of being able to breathe in many different
atmospheres [No Difficulty penalties on planets with even trace amounts
of Nitrogen or Oxygen]. Gravities below 5G have no effect on them.
Talents:
Jahr'iok, or with GM's permission.

Skeletal Embrace [Required]
Requirement:
Jahr'iok are able withstand hits from Projectile & Energy-based weapons
w/o any ill effects. Their endoskeleton & exoskeleton are made of a
flexible material. You are immune to these damage Effects, & have a
Resistance of 3 for other Effects. Knockdown has no effect on you.

Mobility
Requirement:
Jahr'iok skeletons act as springs when they run or jump, resulting in
remarkable feats of mobility. You are able to move 2x the normal
movement or jump twice as far as normal. Attacks against you have an
added 1 Difficulty added to their task.

Advanced Engineering/Science
Requirement:
Most of Jahr'iok breakthroughs were made when they found a data
storage unit, on the edge of there solar system, from an ancient (28,000
years old) race. You gain 2d20 on your Engineering or Science Discipline
rolls &, if successful, you gain 1 momentum for Obtain Information Spend.
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